Modifying Electrical and Magnetic Properties of Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes by Decorating with Iron Oxide Nanoparticles.
In this work, we report a facile approach to modify the magnetic and electrical property of Hipco single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) by attaching iron oxide nanoparticles (FeNPs). The Raman spectra of FeNP-SWCNTs revealed an apparent intensity reduction of metallic peaks in Radial breathing mode (RBM) region, which indicates the ratio change between the metallic and semiconducting component of SWCNTs after modification. Distinctive magnetic and electric resistance properties of FeNP-SWCNTs were found to be associated with the different shapes of FeNPs. The specific FeNP examples as showcased in this work can be applied to tune the electric and magnetic properties of other nanostructured materials in general and shed light on various electronic and magnetic applications.